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The classical theory of continuous almost periodic functions on the real
line was extended by Fre chet in 1941 [14, 15], to the case of continuous
almost periodic functions on half-lines. Since then, the theory of asymptoti-
cally almost periodic functionsas they were called by Fre chetbecame
the subject of several investigations and of generalizations in various direc-
tions: from scalar-valued functions on half-lines to scalar-valued functions
defined on more general topological semigroups [10], and from scalar-
valued or finite-dimensional vector-valued functions (already considered by
Fre chet) to functions with values in Banach spaces endowed with different
topologies [4, 12].
As an extension of the notion of a periodic operator-valued group
defined on the real line [8, 5], it is natural to investigate strongly con-
tinuous groups and semigroups of continuous linear operators giving rise,
in various ways, to almost periodic, or asymptotically almost periodic func-
tions. Several investigations have been carried out in this context.1 It turns
out that the existence of functions of this type introduces some constraints
on the spectral structure of the groups and semigroups. Given a strongly
continuous semigroup T, acting on a complex Banach space E, generated
by a linear operator X, the main purpose of this paper is investigating some
aspects of these constraints bearing on the spectrum of X. It will be shown,
for example in Sections 6, 7, and 8, that, under fairly general conditions,
the intersection of the imaginary axis of C with the union of the point spec-
trum and the residual spectrum of X contains (up to the factor &- &1)
the frequencies of all almost periodic or asymptotically almost periodic
functions associated to T. Furthermore, the closure of this intersection is
discrete. In view of this fact, stronger hypotheses on the point spectrum of
X yield further constraints on the semigroup T, as examples of eventually
differentiable semigroups will show in Section 7. The case in which E is
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weakly sequentially complete and the intersection of the imaginary axis
of C with the point spectrum of X is a harmonious set [18] will be
investigated in Section 8. It will be shown that, roughly speaking, T acts as
a uniformly almost periodic group on the closure, for the graph norm, of
the space spanned by all eigenvectors of X.
In the final part of this paper (Sections 9 and 10), a class of semigroups
of linear contractions of a complex Hilbert space, behaving in an
‘‘asymptotically almost periodic mode,’’ will be investigated.
All these results depend on various applications of the ergodic theorem
for semigroups, which will be discussed (Sections 25) in the first part of
this article.
1
Let J be either R or R+. A subset 4 of J is called relatively dense in J
if there exists l>0 such that every interval of length l in J has a non-empty
intersection with 4.
Throughout this article, E denotes a complex Banach space, and E$ the
topological dual of E. For x # E and * # E$, (x, *) will denote the value of
* on x.
If f : J  E, H( f ) is the set of all translates f ( v +|) of f by all | # J.
If f is an E-valued function defined on R and =>0, then a real number
{ # R"[0], such that
& f (t+{)&f (t)&= (1)
for all t # R, is called an =-period of f. The function f is said to be almost
periodic if, for every =>0, the set of all =-periods of f is relatively dense
in R. If f is almost periodic and continuous, then it is necessarily bounded
on R. Let Cb (J, E) be the Banach space of all bounded continuous func-
tions J  E, endowed with the uniform norm. Continuous almost periodic
functions on R are characterized by the following classical theorem2.
Theorem 1. A continuous function f : R  E is almost periodic if and
only if H( f ) is relatively compact in Cb(R, E ).
If f # Cb (R, E) is almost periodic, the limit
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
f (t) dt (2)
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exists in E [4]. If % # R, the function t [ e&i%tf (t) also is almost periodic.
The corresponding limit
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
e&i%t f (t) dt (3)
vanishes, with the possible exception of an at most countable set of values
of % [4]. These values are called the frequencies of f, and the corresponding
values of (3) are called the Fourier coefficients of f. If all of them vanish,
then f=0.
A function f # Cb(R+ , E) such that H( f ) is relatively compact in
Cb(R+, E) is said to be asymptotically almost periodic.
Theorem 2.3 A function f # Cb(R+ , E) is asymptotically almost periodic
if, and only if, any one of the following two equivalent conditions are
fulfilled : there exist a unique almost periodic function g # Cb(R, E) and a
unique function h # Cb(R+ , E), vanishing at +, such that
f=h+g |R+ ; (4)
for every =>0 there exist l>0 and k0 such that every interval of length
l contains some { for which (1) holds whenever tk and t+{k.
The functions g and h are called, respectively, the principal term and the
correction term of f.
If f is asymptotically almost periodic, the limit (3) exists for all % # R and
vanishes for all values of % # R with the possible exception of an at most
countable set. These real numbers and the corresponding values of (3) are
called respectively the frequencies and the Fourier coefficients of f.
If h is any element Cb(R+ , E) vanishing at +, then
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
h(t) dt=0.
Hence, if an # E, n # Z, are the Fourier coefficients of f and if g is the
principal part of f, then (4) and the inequality (see [4])
: &an&2 lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
&g(t)&2 dt
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imply that
: &an&2 lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
& f (t)&2 dt.
A function f # Cb(J, E) is said to be Eberlein weakly almost periodic [12,
23] if H( f ) is weakly relatively compact in Cb(J, E). If f # Cb(R+ , E) is
Eberlein weakly almost periodic, the limit (2) exists.
2
Throughout this paper T : R+  L(E) will be a strongly continuous semi-
group of continuous linear operators acting on E, and X : D(X )/E  E
will be its infinitesimal generator. In the following, r(X ), _(X ), p_(X ),
r_(X ),4 and c_(X ) will denote respectively the resolvent set, spectrum,
point spectrum, residual spectrum, and continuous spectrum of the linear
operator X.
If T is uniformly bounded (&T(t)&M for some M1 and all t # R+),
then, for all % # R,
ker(X&i%I ) & R(X&i%I )=[0]
(where R(X&i%I ) denotes the closure of the range R(X&i%I ) of X&i%I ),
and
ker(X&i%I )R(X&i%I ),
which is the set of all x # E for which the limit
Pi%x := lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
e&i%tT(t) x dt (5)
exists, is closed (see, e.g., [25]). According to the ergodic theorem,
Pi% # L(ker(X&i%I )R(X&i%I )) is a projector, with norm &Pi% &M,
whose range is the eigenspace ker(X&i%I ) of X.
Let X$ : D(X$)/E$  E$ be the dual operator of X; let E+ be the closure
of D(X$) in E$, and let X+ be the part of X$ in E+, i.e. the restriction of
X$ to the linear space
D(X+) :=[* # D(X$) : X$* # E+],
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which is dense in E+. Then T(t)$ E+/E+ for all t # R+ , and, setting
T +(t) :=T(t)$| E + , one defines a strongly continuous semigroup T +: R+ 
L(E+), which is generated by X+: the dual semigroup of T (see, e.g.,
[20, 25]).
Let E be weakly sequentially complete, and let the semigroup T be uniformly
bounded. For all x # E, * # E$, and a>0, the integral a0 (T(t) x, *) dt is a
Riemann integral. Hence, if the limit
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t) x, *) dt (6)
exists for all * # E$, there is Q0x # E such that
(Q0x, *)= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, *) dt \* # E$.
For s0,
(T(s)Q0x, *)=(Q0x, T(s)$*)
= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, T(s)$*) dt
= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t+s)x, *) dt
= lim
a  +
a+s
a
1
a+s |
a+s
0
(T(t)x, *) dt
& lim
a  +
1
a |
s
0
(T(t)x, *) dt
= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, *) dt
=(Q0x, *)
for all * # E$. Therefore, if the limit (6) exists for all * # E$, then
T(s)Q0x=Q0x \s # R+. (7)
The same kind of argument shows that
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t) T(s)x, *) dt= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, *) dt,
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proving that if the limit (6) exists for all * # E$, then Q0T(s)x exists and
Q0 T(s)x=Q0x.
In view of (7), if s>0,
1
s
(T(s)Q0x&Q0 x)=0,
showing that Q0 x # D(X) and XQ0 x=0.
If x # ker XRX, then Q0x=P0 x. Let xo  ker XRX be such that
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)xo , *) dt
exists for all * # E$. Since ker XRX is closed, there exists *o # E$ such that
(xo , *o) {0 and (x, *o) =0 for all x # ker XRX. If x # D(X ), then
(Xx, *o) =0, so that *o # D(X+) and X+*o=0. Thus
T +(t)*o=*o \t # R+ ,
and therefore
(T(t)xo , *o) =(xo , *o) \t # R+ .
Hence
(Q0xo , *o)=(xo , *o){0,
contradicting the fact that Q0xo # ker X, and *o vanishes identically on
ker X.
In conclusionreplacing T(t) by e&i%tT(t) and X by X&i%I for any
choice of % # Rthe following proposition holds.
Proposition 1. If E is weakly sequentially complete and T is uniformly
bounded, for every % # R the closed subspace
ker(X&i%I )R(X&i%I )
of E is the set of all x # E for which the limit
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
e&i%t (T(t)x, *) dt (8)
exists for every * # E$. The element of E so defined is Pi%x.
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Lemma 1. If
ker(X&i%I )R(X&i%I )=E, (9)
then i%  r_(X ).
Proof. If i% # r_(X ), then ker(X&i%I )=[0] and R(X&i%I ){E. K
If E is reflexive, (9) holds for all % # R [16, 25]. Thus [25],
Lemma 2. If E is reflexive and T is uniformly bounded, then r_(X) & iR=<.
3
Going back to the general case, in which E is any complex Banach space
and T is any strongly continuous, uniformly bounded semigroup, note that
if * # E$, then (T(t)x, *) =(x, T (t)$*) . Since E$ is sequentially weak-star
complete [11], then if, given * # E$, the limit (6) exists for all x # E there
is an element R0* # E$ such that
(x, R0*)= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, *) dt \x # E. (10)
The set H$0 of all * # E$ on which R0 * is defined (i.e., the set of all * # E$
for which the limit on the right-hand side of (10) exists for every x # E) is
a vector subspace of E$. The operator R0 is linear on H$0 , and &R0*&
M &*&, so that R0 # L(H$0) and &R0 &M.
A computation similar to that developed previously for Q0 shows that
T(t)$ R0*=R0 * \* # H$0 , \t # R+ , (11)
and that, if * # H$0 , T(t)$* # H$0 and
R0T(t)$*=R0 * \t # R+ .
As a consequence of (11), if * # H$0 ,
(x, R0*) = lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(x, T(t)$ R0*) dt
= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, R0*) dt
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for all x # E, showing that R0* # H$0 , and R20=R0 , i.e., R0 is a projector in
H$0 . If t>0 and * # H$0 , (11) yields
1
t
(T(t)x&x, R0*) =
1
t
(x, T(t)$R0 *&R0*)=0.
Hence, if x # D(X ), then (Xx, R0*)=0. Thus, R0* # D(X$), X$R0*=0,
and therefore R0* # D(X+) and X+R0*=0. Vice versa, if 0 # p_(X+) and
X+*=0 for some * # D(X+)"[0], then T +(t)*=* for all t # R+ , and
therefore
lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
(T(t)x, *) dt=(x, *)
for all x # E. Thus, * # H$0 and R0*=*. In conclusion,
RR0=ker X +.
Clearly H$0#ker X +RX+, and
R0*= lim
a  +
1
a |
a
0
T +(t)* dt
for all * # ker X+RX+.
Replacing the semigroup T by the semigroup t [ e&i%tT(t), the set of
points * # E$ for which the limit (8) exists for all x # E is a linear subspace
of E$ which contains ker(X+&i%I )R(X+&i%I ). Denoting that linear
space by H$i% , the limits (8), when x varies in E, define a point
Ri%* # ker(X+&i%I). The operator Ri% so defined on H$i% is a projector
whose range is ker(X+&i%I ) and whose restriction to ker(X+&i%I )
R(X+&i%I ) coincides with the spectral projector expressed by the ergodic
theorem, i.e., by the right-hand side of (5), where * and T +(t) replace x
and T(t).
In particular, if E is reflexive, Ri% is the projector defined on E$ by the
right-hand side of (5) where * and T(t)$ replace x and T(t).
As a consequence of these considerations, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 2. If the limit (8) exists for all x # E and all * # E+, then
H$i%=E
+ and Ri% # L(E+).
4
The results discussed in Sections 2 and 3 will now be combined with the
basic properties of the asymptotically almost periodic functions recalled in
Section 1.
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Theorem 3. Let T be uniformly bounded. If there are x # E and * # E$
for which the function (T(v)x, *) is a non-constant asymptotically almost
periodic function, then the set of all frequencies of this function is contained
in (1i )[( p_(X ) _ r_(X)) & iR]. Vice versa, for every i% # p_(X) _ r_(X ),
with % # R, there exists x # D(X ) and * # E$ such that (x, *) {0, and % is a
frequency of the periodic function (T(v)x, *).
Proof. If % # R is such that i% # r(X ) _ c_(X ), then R(X&i%I )=E, and
therefore ker(X&i%I )=[0]. Thus Pi%=0 and
lim
a  + |
a
0
e&i%t (T(t)x, *) dt=(Pi% x, *) =(0, *) =0,
showing that % cannot be a frequency of the asymptotically almost periodic
function (T(v), *) .
2. If % # R is such that i% # p_(X ), there is some x # D(X )"[0] for
which Xx=i%x, and therefore
T(t)x=ei%tx \t # R+.
Hence T(v)x is a periodic function with period 2?%.
3. If % # R is such that i% # r_(X ), there is some * # E$"[0] such that
( (X&i%I )x, *)=0 \x # D(X ),
whence i% # p_(X$) and X$*=i%*. Thus, X$* # D(X$), and therefore
* # D(X+) and X+*=i%*. Hence
T +(t)*=ei%t*,
and therefore
(T(t)x, *) =ei%t(x, *) \t # R+ , \x # E.
Choosing x # D(X ) such that (x, *) {0, one defines the periodic function
(T(v)x, *) with period 2?%. K
As a consequence of Lemma 2, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 3. If E is reflexive, T is uniformly bounded and the function
(T(v)x, *) is asymptotically almost periodic, then the set of all frequencies
of this function is contained in (1i )[ p_(X) & iR].
The strongly continuous semigroup T is called weakly asymptotically
almost periodic if the function (T(v)x, *) is asymptotically almost periodic
for every choice of x # E and of * # E$.
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If that is the case, the BanachSteinhaus theorem implies that T is
uniformly bounded. Since the limit (8) exists for all x # E, * # E$, then
Proposition 1 yields
Theorem 4. If E is sequentially weakly complete and the strongly con-
tinuous semigroup T is weakly asymptotically almost periodic, then (9) holds
for all % # R.
Thus, by Lemma 1, r_(X ) & iR=<.
The following theorem is a consequence of Proposition 2.
Theorem 5. If the semigroup T is uniformly bounded, and if the function
(T(v)x, *) is asymptotically almost periodic for all x # E and all * # E+in
particular, if the semigroup T is weakly asymptotically almost periodicthen
all frequencies of (T(v)x, *) are contained in (1i )[ p_(X+) & iR].
The Fourier coefficients are expressed by (x, Ri%*) .
Recall that
r_(X )/p_(X+)/p_(X ) _ r_(X).
5
The semigroup T will be called Eberlein weakly almost periodic or,
respectively, strongly asymptotically almost periodic if, for every x # E, the
E-valued function t [ T(t)x is Eberlein weakly almost periodic or
asymptotically almost periodic. If T is Eberlein weakly almost periodic, the
function T(v)x is bounded for all x # E. The BanachSteinhaus theorem
implies then that T is uniformly bounded.
Consider the following statements:
(:) the semigroup t [ e&i%tT(t) is Eberlein weakly almost periodic
for some % # R;
(;) the semigroup t [ e&i%tT(t) is Eberlein weakly almost periodic
for all % # R;
(#) the semigroup t [ e&i%tT(t) is strongly asymptotically almost
periodic for some % # R;
($) the semigroup t [ e&i%tT(t) is strongly asymptotically almost
periodic for all % # R.
Then, (:) and (;) are equivalent, (#) and ($) are equivalent, and (#)
implies (:).
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In view of what has been recalled at the end of Section 1, if T is Eberlein
weakly almost periodic, the limit on the right-hand side of (5) exists for all
% # R and all x # E. The closed subspace ker(X&i%I )R(X&i%I ) being
the set of all x # E for which that limit exists, (9) holds, and the projector
Pi% defined by (5) acts on the whole pace E: Pi% # L(E). By Lemma 1,
r_(X ) & iR=<.
Since strong asymptotic almost periodicity implies weak asymptotic
almost periodicity, if the semigroup T is strongly asymptotically almost
periodic, the frequencies of the function t [ T(t)x are contained in
(1i )[ p_(X ) & iR] for all x # E.
If T : R  L(E) is a strongly continuous group such that, for all x # E,
the function t [ T(t)x is almost periodic (or weakly almost periodic) on R,
the group T is called strongly almost periodic (or, respectively, weakly
almost periodic). By Theorem 3 of [6], if E is weakly sequentially complete,
the group T is strongly almost periodic if, and only if, it is weakly almost
periodic.
Let E be any complex Banach space and let &T(t)&M for all t # R and
some finite M1. Assume furthermore that the semigroup T |R + is strongly
asymptotically almost periodic. If, for x # E and =>0, { is an =-period of
the asymptotically almost periodic function t [ f (t) :=T(t)x, the inequal-
ity (1)holding whenever tk and t+{k according to Theorem 2
implies that, for all s # R,
&T(s+t+{)x&T(s+t)x&=&T(s)(T(t+{)&T(t))x&
&T(s)& &T(t+{)x&T(t)x&M=.
That proves
Proposition 4. If the strongly continuous, uniformly bounded group T is
such that the semigroup T |R + is strongly asymptotically almost periodic, then
T is a strongly almost periodic group.
6
Let the strongly continuous semigroup T : R+  L(E) and the complex
number ‘=!+i%, (!, % # R) satisfy the following conditions:
(i) there exist x # D(X) and * # D(X+) such that (x, *){0, and
either x is an eigenvector of X with eigenvalue ‘, or * is an eigenvector of
X+ with eigenvalue ‘;
(ii) the function (T(v)x, *) is asymptotically almost periodic.
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By Theorem 2, for every =>0 there exist k0 and l>0 such that, for
all s0, the interval [s, s+l] contains some { for which
|(T(t+{)x, *) &(T(t)x, *) |= \t # [k, +), (12)
i.e.,
e!t |e‘{&1| |(x, *) |= \t # [k, +). (13)
Keeping t>k fixed, and letting s (and therefore {) increase to +, this
latter inequality yields
Lemma 3. If (i) and (ii) hold, then R‘0.
If !=0, (13) becomes
cos {%1&
=2
2 |(x, *) | 2
(14)
and holds whenever (12) holds.
If %{0, cos r% vanishes when r takes the values ((4n&1)2 |%| )?,
((4n+1)2 |%| )?, ((4n+3)2 |%| )?; n # Z and is negative in the open
interval
\4n+12 |%| ?,
4n+3
2 |%|
?+ , (15)
whose length is ?|%|. Choosing 0<=<- 2 |(x, *) |, (14) implies that the
closure of the interval (15) cannot contain any closed interval of length l.
Hence
|%|>
?
l
. (16)
Theorem 6. If the function (T(v)x, *) is asymptotically almost periodic
for all x # D(X ) and all * # D(X+) and if (i) holdsin particular, if the
semigroup T is weakly asymptotically almost periodicthen the set
( p_(X ) _ p_(X + )) & iR has no accumulation point.
Figure 1
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Proof. For any . # R, the semigroup t [ e&i.tT(t), whose infinitesimal
generator is X&i.I, satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Since
p_(X&i.I ) and p_(X+&i.I ) are the images of p_(X ) and p_(X +) by the
translation defined by &i., the conclusion follows from (16). K
This theorem implies that ( p_(X) _ r_(X )) & iR is discrete. But already
the fact that ( p_(X ) _ r_(X)) & iR is discrete, and therefore countable,
provides some information on the behaviour of the principal term of the
asymptotically almost periodic function (T(v)x, *) in some particular
situations, as will be seen now.
Let f : R  C be a continuous almost periodic function. According to the
‘‘convergence theorem’’ ([7, pp. 8990]), if the frequencies [%1 , %2 , ...] of f
are linearly independent over the rationals, the Fourier series
:
+
n=1
anei%nv
of f converges to f uniformly on R. In [7], Bohr establishes the con-
vergence theorem, showing first that
:
N
n=1
|an |2 sup [ | f (t)|: t # R] (17)
for N=1, 2, ..., and then applying the uniqueness theorem of the Fourier
series of a continuous almost periodic function.
Let now the strongly continuous semigroup T be weakly asymptotically
almost periodic, and let [%1 , %2 , ...] be an ordering of the countable set
(1i )[( p_(X) _ r_(X )) & iR]. For all x # E and all * # E+, the Fourier
series of the principal term of the function (T(v)x, *) is
:
+
n=1
ei%nv (x, Ri% n *). (18)
The convergence theorem yields then
Theorem 7. If the set ( p_(X ) _ r_(X)) & iR is linearly independent over
the rationals, the Fourier series (18) converges uniformly on R to the prin-
cipal term of the weakly asymptotically almost periodic function (T(v)x, *) ,
for every choice of x # E, * # E+.
Corollary 1. If the strongly continuous group T : R  L(E) is weakly
almost periodic, and if the set ( p_(X ) _ r_(X )) & iR is linearly independent
over the rationals, the Fourier series (18) converges uniformly on R to
(T(v)x, *) for all x # E and all * # E+.
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In this case, (17) becomes
:
N
n=1
|(x, Ri% n *) |2 sup[ |(T(t)x, *) |: t # R]
2M &x& &*&, (19)
where M1 is such that &T(t)&M for all t # R+ .
Suppose now that E is reflexive and that the group T is strongly almost
periodic. The Fourier series of T(v)x is given by
:
+
n=1
ei%nvPi%n x, (20)
and, if p_(X) & iR is linearly independent over the rationals, (19) yields
:
N
n=1
|(Pi%n x, *) |2 sup [ |(T(t)x, *) |: t # R]
2M &x& &*&
for all * # E$, showing that
:
N
n=1
&Pi%n x&2M &x&
for N=1, 2, ... . Therefore +n=1 &Pi% n x& converges for all x # E. As in the
case of the scalar-valued function f, the uniqueness theorem, [4], yields
Theorem 8. If E is reflexive, if the group T is strongly almost periodic,
and if the set p_(X ) & iR is linearly independent over the rationals, the
Fourier series (18) converges to T(v)x for all x # E, uniformly on R.
7
The fact that the set ( p_(X ) _ r_(X )) & iR is discrete imposes strong
constraints on the spectral structure of X for particular classes of semi-
groups, as the following examples show.
A. Let the semigroup T : R+  L(E) be eventually differentiable, i.e.,
such that the map t [ T(t)x is differentiable for all tt0 , for some t00,
and all x # E. According to a theorem of Pazy [20], there exist real con-
stants a, b>0 such that
r(X)#[‘ # C : R‘a&b log |I‘|].
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If R‘=0, then
|I‘|eab,
and, as a consequence of Theorem 6, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 9. If T is weakly asymptotically almost periodic, then
(1i )[( p_(X ) _ r_(X )) & iR] is a finite set, [%1 , %2 , ..., %n].
As a consequence, for all x # E and * # E+, the principal term of
(T(v)x, *) is a trigonometric polynomial, whose frequencies belong to the
set [%1 , %2 , ..., %n]. In particular, if T is a weakly almost periodic group,
(T(v)x, *) itself is such a trigonometric polynomial.
Theorem 9 holds a fortiori if T is the restriction to R+ of a holomorphic
semigroup T of angle ?2, [19, 25]. If T is a bounded holomorphic semi-
group of angle : # (0, ?2], the principal term of (T(v)x, *) is a constant.
B. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, and let the strongly conti-
nuous semigroup T act on the complex Banach space C(K) of all complex-
valued continuous functions on K, endowed with the uniform norm.
Greiner (see [19, p. 187]) has shown that, if T is irreducible (i.e., there is
no T-invariant closed ideal in C(K), except [0] and C(K) itself ), and if
sup [R‘ : ‘ # _(X )]=0, then p_(X ) & iR is either empty or an additive sub-
group of iR. Suppose that T{I. Theorem 6 and Bochner’s approximation
theorem coupled with the uniqueness theorem, [4], yield
Theorem 10. If T is strongly asymptotically almost periodic, then either
p_(X )=< and the function T(v)x vanishes at + for all x # E, or there
is |>0 such that
p_(X ) & iR=[n|: n # Z]
and, for every x # E, T(v)x is the sum of a continuous function vanishing at
+ and of a periodic function with period |.
8
Let the semigroup T be uniformly bounded and such that the family of
functions [(T(v)x, *) : x # E, * # E+] be uniformly asymptotically almost
periodic. That means that, for all =>0, there is l>0 such that every inter-
val of length l in R+ contains an =-period of the function (T(v)x, *) for
all x # E and all * # E+. Let % # R and {= # R*+ be a frequency and an
=-period of (T(v)x, *) , and suppose that this function is not constant.
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Since i% # p_(X ) _ p_(X+), the inequality
|ei%{=&1|= |( y, +) |&1 (21)
is satisfied by some y # D(X )"[0] and all + # E$ if i% # p_(X ), or by some
+ # D(X+)"[0] and all x # E if i% # p_(X+).
A set of real numbers % such that the corresponding family of exponen-
tials t [ ei%t is uniformly almost periodic is said to be harmonious. Hence
(21) yields
Theorem 11. Let the semigroup T be uniformly bounded. If the family
[(T(v)x, *): x # E, * # E+] is uniformly asymptotically almost periodic, the
set (1i )[( p_(X ) _ p_(X+ )) & iR] is harmonious.
Harmonious sets have been investigated by Meyer [18], who has
proved, as a consequence of a general result concerning harmonious sets in
metrizable, locally compact abelian groups, that for any harmonious set 3
in R there is a $>0 such that the distance between any two distinct points
of the set exceeds $.
Remark. Here is a direct proof of this result, based on the inequality
(16). Note first that, if { and {o are =-periods of the functions ei%v and ei%ov,
then {+{o is a 2=-period of the function ei(%&% o)v, because
|ei(%&%o)(t+{+{ o)&1||ei%(t+{+{ o)e&i%o(t+{+{ o)&e&i%o(t+{+{ o)|
+|e&i%o(t+{+{o)&1|
=|ei%(t+{ o+{)&1|+|ei% o(t+{+{o)&1|<2=.
If %, %o # 3, for every s # R there are =-periods { and {o of ei%v and ei% ov such
that {+{o # [s, s+2l]. Hence, if %o # 3, the translate of 3 by &%o :
[%&%o : % # 3], also is harmonious. At this point, the argument leading to
(16) shows that
|%&%o |>
?
l
\%, %o # 3.
Let E be weakly sequentially complete and the strongly continuous,
weakly asymptotically almost periodic semigroup T be such that
p_(X ) & iR is a harmonious set. Let $>0 be such that, if i%1 , i%2 are any
two distinct elements of p_(X ) & iR, then |%1&%2 |>$. Hence, there is a
finite b>0 such that  |%|&2=b2. Here and in the following,  is extended
to (an ordering of) (1i )[ p_(X ) & iR], and $ is extended to a finite subset
of (1i )[ p_(X ) & iR].
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Replacing T(t) by e&i%tT(t), for a suitable % # R, there is no restriction in
assuming 0  p_(X ), i.e., %{0 for all i% # p_(X). For x # D(X ), let y=Xx.
Then, if i% # p_(X),
Pi% y=Pi%Xx=XPi%x=i%Pi%x. (22)
For any * # E$, any t # R, and any finite subset of (1i )[ p_(X ) & iR],
}:$ ei%t (Pi%x, *) }:$ |(Pi% x, *) |=:$ 1|%| |(Pi% y, *) |
\:$ 1|%| 2+
12
\:$ |(Pi% y, *) | 2+
12
b \:$ |(Pi% y, *) | 2+
12
b \ lima  +
1
a |
a
0
|(T(t) y, *) | 2 dt+
12
bM & y& &*&=bM &Xx& &*&, (23)
where, as before, M1 is such that &T(s)&M for all s # R+. Thus
 ei%v (Pi%x, *) converges uniformly on R for all x # D(X) and all * # E$.
Since E is weakly sequentially complete, there exists S(t)x # E for which
(S(t)x, *) =: ei%t (Pi%x, *)
for all x # D(X ), * # E$, t # R. Clearly S(t) is a linear operator defined on
D(X ), for which
|(S(t)x, *) |bM &Xx& &*&bM _x_ &*&,
where _ _ is the graph norm on D(X ):
_x_=&x&+&Xx&,
with respect to which D(X ) is complete. Hence
S(t) # L(D(X)_ _ , E)
and
&S(t)x&bM _x_ \x # D(X ). (24)
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For i. # p_(X ),
(S(t)Pi.x, *) =: ei%t (Pi%Pi.x, *)=ei.t (Pi.x, *) ,
(Pi. S(t)x, *) =(S(t)x, Pi.$*) =: ei%t (Pi% x, Pi.$*)
=: ei%t (Pi. Pi%x, *)=ei.t (Pi.x, *) \* # E$,
whence
S(t)Pi.x=Pi.S(t)x=ei.tPi. x
\x # D(X ), \. #
1
i
( p_(X ) & iR), \t # R. (25)
In order to show that
S(t) D(X )/D(X ) \t # R, (26)
choose x # D(X ), * # E$, s # R+ . Then, T(s)x # D(X) and
(T(s) S(t)x, *)=(S(t)x, T(s)$*)=: ei%t (Pi%x, T(s)$ *)
=: ei%t (T(s) Pi%x, *) =: ei%t (Pi%T(s)x, *)
=(S(t)T(s)x, *) ,
whence
T(s)S(t)x=S(t)T(s)x \x # D(X ).
If s>0,
lim
s a 0
1
s
(T(s)&I ) S(t)x=S(t) lim
s a 0
1
s
(T(s)&I )x=S(t)Xx.
Thus, S(t)x # D(X)proving thereby (26)and furthermore
XS(t)x=S(t)Xx \x # D(X), \t # R.
If x # D(X ), t1 , t2 # R, and z # H, then
(S(t1 ) S(t2 )x, *) =: ei%t1 (Pi%S(t2)x, *)=: ei%t1 ei%t2 (Pi%x, *)
=: ei%(t 1+t 2) (Pi%x, *)=(S(t1+t2 )x, *) ,
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whence
S(t1 )S(t2 )=S(t1+t2 ) \t1 , t2 # R. (27)
The restriction of T(t) to D(X ) defines a semigroup T : t [ T (t)=
T(t) |D(X ) , which is strongly continuous for the graph norm _ _, and whose
infinitesimal generator X : D(X )/D(X )  D(X) [25], is the restriction of
X to the domain of X :
D(X )=[x # D(X ): Xx # D(X )]=D(X2).
Let F be the _ _-closure of the linear space
Fo= [RPi% : i% # p_(X ) & iR]
spanned by the eigenspaces ker(X&i%I ) for all i% # p_(X ) & iR. Since
T(t) Fo=Fo , then T(t)F=F for all t # R+ .
If x= Pi%x # Fo , then
(S(t)x, *)=: ei%t (Pi%x, *)
=: ei%tPi%x, *=(T(t)x, *)
for all * # E, and therefore
S(t)x=T(t)x \x # Fo , \t # R+.
If there is u # F such that S(t)u{T(t)u, then
(S(t)u, *){(T(t)u, *)
for some * # E$. On the other hand, if [u&] is a sequence in Fo converging
to u for the graph norm, then, by (24),
|( (T(t)&S(t))u, *) |=|( (T(t)&S(t))(u&u&), *) |
|(T(t)(u&u&), *) |+|(S(t)(u&u&), *) |
(1+b)M _u&u&_ &*&  0
as &  +. This contradiction shows that T(t)=S(t) on F for all t # R+ .
Hence S(0)=T(0)=I on F. By (24) and (27), if t # R+ and x # F,
&S(&t)x&x&=&S(&t)(x&S(t)x)&
bM _x_ &x&T(t)x&,
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and therefore
lim
t  0
S(t)x=x \x # F.
Hence the restriction G(t) of S(t) to F defines a strongly continuous group
G : R  L(F) for the norm _ _, such that, whenever t0, G(t)=T (t) |F .
As a consequence, the infinitesimal generator of G is the restriction of X to
D(X ) & F.
Since p_(X ) = p_(X ) & iR and ker(X & i%I ) = ker(X & i%I ) for all
i% # p_(X ), Fo is spanned by all eigenspaces of X . Hence, by a theorem due
to Bart and Goldberg ([6, Theorem 2]), the group G is strongly almost
periodic. But, since the sets of all frequencies of the almost periodic
functions R % t  G(t)x (x # F) are contained in a harmonious set, the
family of functions [G(v)x: _x_1] is uniformly almost periodic ([6,
Theorem 13; 18]), i.e., t [ G(t) is a (not necessarily continuous) L(F)-
valued almost periodic function. Furthermore ([6, Corollary 16]),
_(X | D(X ) & F)=p_(X )=p_(X ) & iR
consists of simple poles of the resolvent function of X |D(X ) & F . Summing
up, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 12. Let E be weakly sequentially complete and let the strongly
continuous semigroup T be weakly asymptotically almost periodic. If
(1i )[ p_(X ) & iR] is a harmonious subset of R, the restriction of T to the
_ _-closure, F, of the linear subspace Fo spanned by the eigenspaces
ker(X&i%I ) corresponding to all i% # p_(X) & iR is the restriction to R+ of
a _ _-strongly continuous group G : R  L(F) such that t [ G(t) is an
almost periodic function.
The infinitesimal generator Y of G is the restriction of X to F & D(X 2),
and its spectrum consists of simple poles of the resolvent function of Y.
9
This and the following section are devoted to applying arguments similar
to those developed in Section 8 to a class of weakly asymptotically almost
periodic semigroups of linear contractions of a complex Hilbert space H.
Let T : R+  L(H) be a strongly continuous semigroup of linear
isometries of H, generated by X : D(X )/H  H, such thatdenoting by
( | ) the inner product in Hfor all x # H the function t [ (T(t)x | x) is
asymptotically almost periodic.
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A standard polarization argument shows that the semigroup T is weakly
asymptotically almost periodic. As a consequence of Theorem 6, p_(X ) is
discrete in iR. For % # R, let Pi% # L(H) be the spectral projector
associated to i%. The adjoint Pi%* of Pi% coincides with Pi% , and, if %1{%2 ,
then Pi% 1=Pi% 2 . The function x [ (Pi%x | x)=&Pi%x&
2 is continuous in H.
Since p_(X ) is countable, by the Baire cathegory theorem there is a dense
set D/H, such that
x # D O (Pi%x | x){0 \i% # p_(X ).
Replacing T(t) by e&i%tT(t), for a suitable % # R, there is no restriction in
assuming 0  p_(X ).
Assume now that the following condition holds:
( j1 ) There is a non-empty open set A/H such that, whenever x # A,
the set of all frequencies of the asymptotically almost periodic function
(T(v)x | x) is a harmonious set in R.
Since A & D{<, p_(X ) is a harmonious set in iR. In view of what has
been seen in Section 8, there is a finite b>0 such that  |%| &2=b2.
For x, z # H the frequencies of (T(v)x | z) are contained in [0] _
(1i ) p_(X ).
Choosing t # R, x # D(X ), z # H and *=(v| z), the inequality (23), which
now reads
}:$ ei%t(Pi%x | z) }b &Xx& &z&,
defines a linear operator S(t) on D(X ), for which (2527) hold, and (24)
becomes, by (25) and the Parseval inequality,
&S(t)x&2=(S(t)x | S(t)x)=: ei%t(Pi% x | S(t)x)
=: ei%t(x | Pi%S(t)x)=: ei%te&i%t(x | Pi%x)
=: (x | Pi%x)=: &Pi%x&2&x&2. (28)
Thus, S(t) # L(D(X )) and &S(t)&1. Since D(X )=H, the linear operator
S(t) has a unique continuous extension S (t) # L(H ), and
&S (t)&1 \t # R.
By (27),
SD (t1) S (t2 )=S (t1+t2 ) \t1 , t2 # R,
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and by (26),
S (t) D(X )/D(X ) \t # R.
Let K be the Hilbert space direct sum of the eigenspaces R(Pi%),
K: 
i% # p_(X )
R(Pi% ).
Clearly
T(t)K/K \t # R+ ,
and, by (25),
S(t)K=K \t # R,
S(0) | K=I.
If x # K,
x=: Pi%x, (29)
then (28), and the Plancherel identity yield
&S(t)x&=&x&.
Thus, letting U(t)=S (t) |K , R % t [ U(t) is a group of unitary operators
acting on K. If x # D(X) & K and t0, then
(T(t)x | z)=: (T(t) Pi%x | z)
=: ei%t(Pi%x | z)=(S(t)x | z)
for all z # H. Since RPi%/D(X ), and therefore D(X) & K is dense in K,
then
T(t) |K=U(t) \t # R+.
Moreover, since U(&t)=U(t)&1=U(t)*, then
lim
t  0
&U(t)x&x&=lim
t a 0
&T(t)x&x&=0
for all x # K, showing that the group U is strongly continuous.
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The infinitesimal generator Z : D(Z)/K  K of U is the part of X
in K. That is to say,
D(Z)=[x # D(X ) & K : Xx # K],
and Z=X | K .
Since p_(Z)= p_(X ) and ker(Z&i%I )=ker(X&i%I ), Theorem 2 of [6]
implies, as in Section 8, that the group U is strongly almost periodic. In
conclusion, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 5. The semigroup t [ T(t) |K is the restriction to R+ of a
strongly continuous, strongly almost periodic unitary group acting on K.
10
The results established in Section 9 depend only on the fact that for all
x # D(X ) and all z # H, the series
: ei%v(Pi%x | z) (30)
converges uniformly on R: a fact which is a consequence of condition ( j1 ).
On the other hand, according to the convergence theorem recalled in
Section 6, a sufficient condition for the uniform convergence of the Fourier
series (30) of the principal term of the asymptotically almost periodic
function (T(v)x | z) is that the frequencies of this function are linearly inde-
pendent over the rationals. Hence, the results of Section 9, and in particular
Proposition 5, still hold when condition ( j1 ) is replaced by the hypothesis:
( j2) There is a non-empty open set A/H such that, whenever x # A,
the frequencies of the asymptotically almost periodic function (T(v)x | x)
are linearly independent over the rationals.
However, if ( j1) holds, the same argument used at the end of Section 8
shows that the function t [ U(t) is almost periodic and that _(Z)= p_(X )
consists of simple poles of the resolvent function of Z.
In conclusion, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 13. If T : R+  L(H ) is a stronly continuous semigroup of
linear isometries of the complex Hilbert space H such that the functions
(T(v)x | x) are asymptotically almost periodic for all x # H and that either
one of the conditions ( j1) and ( j2 ) holds, then the closed subspace K of H
spanned by all the eigenspaces of the infinitesimal generator X of T is
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T-invariant, and the restriction of T to K is the restriction to R+ of a
strongly continuous, strongly almost periodic group U of unitary operators
acting on K.
If ( j1 ) holds, the function t [ U(t) is almost periodic.
The restriction of T to the invariant subspace K= is a semigroup of linear
isometries such that, for all x, y # K =, the function (T(v)x | y ) vanishes
at +.
Suppose now that T is a strongly continuous semigroup of linear con-
tractions of H. According to a result established by Sz. Nagy and Foias for
the iterates of a single contractive linear operator and extended by Davies
to semigroups of linear contractions ([9]; see [25, pp. 171173] for a
proof), the Hilbert space H has a unique orthogonal decomposition,
H=H0 H1 ,
where H0 and H1 are closed, T-invariant subspaces of H such that, for all
t # R+ , T(t) | H0 is a unitary operator on H0 and there are no non-trivial
closed subspaces contained in H1 on which T(t) acts as a unitary operator.
Since, for all i% # p_(X ) & iR, T(t) defines a unitary operator on the
closed invariant subspace ker(X&i%I ), then ker(X&i%I ) # H0 , and the
following theorem holds.
Theorem 14. If the semigroup T of linear contractions is such that the
functions (T(v)x | x) are asymptotically almost periodic for all x # H, and if
either one of the conditions ( j1 ) and ( j2 ) holds, then H0 is the closure of the
linear space spanned by the eigenspaces ker(X&i%I ) for all i% # p_(X ) & iR,
and the restriction of T to H0 is the restriction to R+ of the group U
described in Section 9. For all x, y # H1 , the function (T(v)x | y ) vanishes
at +.
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